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To:
From:
Rabbi Ephraim Mirvis
Justin Welby, Archbishop of
Noëlle Rawé
Office of the Chief Rabbi
Canterbury
[]
305 Ballards Lane
Lambeth Palace
By September, I had one ‘reply’ to this
London N12 8GB
London, SE1 7JU
letter: a fraudulent 08.08.16 ‘reminder’
for £47,250 from the Martyn Gerrard
Chief Inspector Gareth Parkin
Stephen Cottrell, Bishop of racketeers (includes my Comments). (The
Greater Manchester police
Chelmsford
‘indirect’ ‘reply’ was the 28.07.16 letter
Bishops Court, Main Rd
Northampton Road
‘from’ Alison Saunders, CPS).
Margaretting
Manchester M40 5NB
This is what I expected from those in a
Ingatestone
position to take action, and intended to
Essex CM4 0ER
prove: their double standard when it
concerns “hate crimes” committed by their
Zeid Ra’ad Al Hussein, High
Kate Allen, Director
criminal tribe members v. by ‘the little
Commissioner for Human
Amnesty International
people’: they condone (1) the former, and
Rights
1 Easton Street
condemn (2) the latter.
405 East 42nd Street
London WC1X 0DW
New York
But: their claims make good fodder for the
NY 10017
hordes, as well as massage their egos.
United States of America

24 July 2016
Dear All,

(1)(2) Concise Oxford English dictionary definition of: ‘condone’: “Accept or forgive (behaviour
considered wrong or offensive)”; ‘condemn’: “Express complete disapproval of”.

(If the linked documents don’t open, try with

)

In its 28th June 2016 edition, The Guardian had an article: “UK faith leaders unite in
condemning post-referendum rise in xenophobic abuse” in which it reported some
comments from you.
The outcome of my experience in this country since 2002 – in which I have lived, as an
immigrant, since 1968 (and a British national for many years) – leads me to briefly challenge
them (comprehensive detail is contained on my website www.leasehold-outrage.com).
Chief Rabbi Ephraim Mirvis – you are reported as saying:
“Sadly, we know only too well that when political and economic uncertainty strike, discord and
hatred are often not far behind.
We must heed this warning that even here in the UK, where we treasure diversity, we are not
immune to the scourge of prejudice.”
Since 2002, my life has been absolute sheer utter hell and destroyed by greed-driven ‘Jewish’
individuals who, because I ‘dare’ to challenge their organized crime activities, have, and
continue to lash back at me by dishing out / ensuring the dishing out of hate crimes against me.
In the process, all those involved have redefined the concepts of evilness, cruelty, viciousness,
sadism, perversion and victimization.
They picked on me because I represent their ‘ideal profile’: female; Franco-German origin;
single; no family in this country; source of income: through employment – which my enemies
ensured I lost. Hence: a target not expected to fight back against the extremely abusive and
barbaric treatment.
My experience first started with my ‘Jewish’ landlord, Andrew David Ladsky who, with his
(predominantly ‘Jewish’) gang of racketeers, decided that I (and fellow leaseholders, at Jefferson
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House, 11 Basil St, London SW3 1AX), would be made to pay for the construction of a
penthouse and addition of other apartments – for which we are not liable – so that Ladsky could
make a multi-million £ jackpot; (my website: Advisors page; Sale of flats page; Definitions page,
under Extortion).
In the pursuit of their insatiable greed, they treat me (and treated my fellow leaseholders) like
chattel, there to be used, abused and exploited by them – at will.

[May’s
unfailing
support to
Jews
(starting
with my
case), is
promoted
e.g. Board
of
Deputies
of British
Jews
“Watch the
board in
action” (at
Sep 16)
shows her
holding the
placard
“Je suis
juif” and
praises
her for
“always
showing
an
attentive
ear to the
issues
affecting
the British
Jewish
community
”; AND
“European
Jewish
Congress
congratula
tes
incoming
British
Minister
Theresa
May”
(Sep16)

Their obvious conclusion that they have some divine right to operate above the law of the land is
reinforced by the fact that they have no difficulty finding individuals in their image in the public
sector who are only too happy to assist them in their criminal activities, as well as protect them
from the legal consequences. As detailed on my website, Home Office page, under # 3.1(4), a
number of these individuals are Jewish / presumed to be Jewish:
•

ministers (at the time of my contacts): in particular, for ‘justice’ (Lord Falconer of Thoroton;
Jack Straw), for housing (John Prescott), as well as ‘my’ member of Parliament (in particular
Sir Malcolm Rifkind) (my website: MPs-Others);

•

prime ministers – including the new one, Theresa May (who described herself as “Jewish”
1
( )), who has been a key instigator of hate crimes against me by issuing repeatedly illegal
‘surveillance’ warrants against me that amount to ongoing persecution (Persecution page);
(Proof that she has given the police and related agencies a free hand to do whatever they
want against me: (1)- with the assistance of a High Court master (Master Eyre), she
2
(typically ( )) rejected my legitimate 19 Apr 11 Claim (my website: Home page # 18; Home
Office page # 3; Other courts page # 6);
(2)- As reported under Home Office # 3.1(4), incensed by her hypocritical comments at the
Sep 14 Conservative Party conference, I wrote her a 25 Nov 14 letter in which I contrasted
her claims with my case. I never received a reply (nor from the 19 other individuals I twice
copied on the letter, including the then Prime Minister David Cameron, and four Cabinet
Ministers). Well, I did receive ‘a reply’: a continuation of the persecution by the police and
related agencies – that includes their continuing to operate hand in glove with the Ladsky
resources).
[The “19 individuals” include Keith Vaz. I am delighted he got his comeuppance: e.g. “Keith
Vaz resigns as chair of home affairs select committee”, Guardian, 6 Sep 16]

1

My website: Home Office page # 3.1(5)

2

As Aida Edemariam of The Guardian reported in her 13 July 16 article, “Theresa May is no liberal –
and her rise to PM is no cause for celebration”: “As home secretary she has been zealous in her
pursuit of the government’s harshest policies.”
Referring to immigration cases: “…the Home Office using a sledgehammer to crack a sesame seed. No
case, it seemed, was too small to prosecute, no judicial decision water-tight enough not to challenge, all
the way to the highest courts in the country…”
“…the president of the upper tribunal noted that he had “the impression that the secretary of state [for the
Home Office], as a matter of routine, applies for permission to appeal in every deportation appeal
[resolved in favour of the appellant]”
“These applications, it seemed to him, were often generic, not engaging with specific cases but lodged
simply to try to ensure that no appeal could ultimately be successful.”
Referring to a particular case: “Because the government kept refusing through higher and higher courts,
the case eventually involved 18 barristers and cost well over £600,000”.
Ms Edemariam also refers to the “Go home” vans Theresa May had circulating in London (“'Go home'
billboard vans not a success, says Theresa May”, The Guardian, 22 Oct 13). This will have certainly
encouraged “xenophobic abuse”.
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•

judiciaries – in the local courts (West London County Court in 2002-04, and in 2007-08;
Wandsworth
County Court); in another court (Supreme Court Costs Office); tribunal (the then
[SCCO:
Overview # 12] Leasehold Valuation Tribunal) – all in the context of fraudulent claims by Ladsky; also, in the
High Court, in the context of my Claim…
…- who all suffered from ‘sudden attacks’ of extreme blindness to the very damning
evidence, as well as amnesia about the rule of law (summaries of events on the Definitions
page, under Kangaroo courts);

[See my
note at
bottom of
page]
[Summaries
under Data
Protection
Act]

•

police – across the board, including Metropolitan Police Commissioner (Home page # 13, #
16, # 17, # 18.1; Kensington & Chelsea police page; Other courts page # 4);

•

‘regulators’ and the ‘regulators’ of the ‘regulators’ (Home page # 7 / Doc library: summaries
of my 50+ legitimate ‘cries for help’ and complaints – in vain).

In fact, my experience leads me to wonder what gives Jewish people so much control over this
country - and control over the authorities is certainly what the Andrew David Ladsky gang has.
In addition to the above, another irrebutable example of this: in spite of the very damning
mountain of black-on-white evidence of criminality against them on my website, they are the
ones who are currently laughing their head off at me – whilst ‘I’, their victim, has, since 2003,
packs of lies so-called “crime reports” processed against me by Kensington, Chelsea & Notting
Hill police. These reports are accessible by over 50,000 people - thus defaming my name,
character and reputation on an ongoing basis among a very large audience – and, no doubt,
rallying support against me, as well as creating hatred towards me.
In total disregard of the evidence, one of the reports includes describing Ladsky (the undeniable
3
driver of the criminal activities) ( ) as “the vulnerable victim” ‘I’ “intimidate” – and portrays me as
an “anti-Semite”; “a Nazi” “because of my franco-german (sic) origin”.
These labels stem from Ladsky. Kensington & Notting Hill police readily endorsed them, as well
as built on them - including portraying me as such in its highly malicious, vicious and scurrilous
Apr 07 emails to my website Host. How about that as evidence of “hate crimes”?
(Yes: this is endorsed at high level, as the “crime reports” were the basis of my 19 Apr 11 Claim
(in vain) against the then Met Commissioner, Paul Stephenson) (my website: Home page # 18;
Other courts page # 4).
This experience leads me to view the often-heard claim from Jewish people of “being the victims
of antisemitism”, as having the objectives of: silencing people who ‘dare’ stand-up to them;
rallying others to them who have not suffered at their hands / opt to ignore their actions.
My very damning evidence against the Ladsky gang keeps on growing, in particular against
Martyn Gerrard, the ‘Jewish’ so-called ‘managing’ agents for Jefferson House, since 2011, who
has been sending me ever-growing fraudulent demands (now standing at over £45,000) – while
ignoring all my correspondence. (I have more evidence to add on my website).

[I have since added sections # 30 +]
[See Martyn Among its numerous breaches of legislation, many amount to criminal offences. Yet, it very
Gerrard end clearly has no concern whatsoever about my placing the evidence on my website i.e. in the
of page]
public domain, since 2011. Why not? Because it, (like Andrew David Ladsky and the rest of his

gang since 2002), knows it has nothing to fear from the British authorities.
[Examples of contributors to their control: Board of Deputies of British Jews (Wikipedia entry) (and European and other
international congresses) with their tentacles deep into the state and institutions, including funding of political parties - and
intertwined with the Freemasons (Persecution # 6); dominance of financial sector on which the state is reliant; etc.]
3

Proof, on my website, under e.g. the Introduction to the Cawdery Kaye Fireman & Taylor (CKFT) page
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As Chief Rabbi, do you want to make a difference? Do you actually want to be a key influence in
“eradicating discord, hatred and the scourge of prejudice”?
[See also
my
assessment
of Gerrard’s
letterhead
decorations
]

As you can see, I am giving you many opportunities to do something – starting with Martyn
Gerrard and its client. As it happens, the monsters, Simon Gerrard and Saul Maurice Gerrard,
(who evidently derive immense pleasure from inflicting criminal psychological harassment), are
located in your street (at 197 and 35 Ballards Lane respectively) (based on information from the
Company Check website). (197 Ballards Lane is the location that issues the fraudulent
demands). Hence, it will be particularly convenient to set up a meeting.
Will you take action?

[Of course he wasn’t going to- because he endorses the conduct! ‘The reply’ was the
08.08.16 ‘reminder’ from Martyn Gerrard…
…See also my ‘Overall conclusions’ in
the summary of “service charges”]

Archbishop Justin Welby – you are quoted as saying:

“A common stand against intolerance, discrimination and hatred was “absolutely crucial for the
future of Britain and for rebuilding this country with a new vision of what it means to be outwardlooking, generous, hospitable, powerful in doing good, strong in resisting evil”
As a spiritual peer of the House of Lords – and therefore, also a legislator – considering the
following examples:
4

•

devising, and then implementing forfeiture legislation ( ), whereby, for non-payment of a
mere £350, a leaseholder can have his/her apartment forfeited – thus paying e.g. 1,143
5
times the alleged debt in the case of an apartment valued at £400,000 (£400,000 / £350); ( )

•

doing this knowing that this legislation will be used by rogue landlords and their aides to
extort monies from leaseholders – that are frequently not due and payable (as has already
happened to me twice);

•

leaving leaseholders at the mercy of a deliberately, totally unregulated, corruption-ridden
[Should be ‘riddled’]
leasehold sector – including its supporting infrastructure.

Do you not perceive these examples as blatant “discrimination and hatred” of the little people
who are leaseholders?
Do you agree that these examples are most definitely not reflective of an “outward-looking,
generous, hospitable society” ?
Are you going to seize the opportunity to, not only “set a new vision” for the leasehold sector –
but actually implement it – which, in my view, and that of many others who are more
knowledgeable than me, ultimately means abolishing the residential leasehold system and
6
replacing it with commonhold? ( )
Will you rally others to the cause in the House of Lords, including the 25 other bishops?
(Contacts in the Commons include the Leasehold Knowledge Partnership’s patrons Jim
Fitzpatrick and Sir Peter Bottomley (as reported in the article detailed under ref. # 6, below)).
[Bottomley is one of (many) members of the ‘All-party parliamentary group on British Jews’]
4

Statutory Instrument - 2004 No.3086 - The Rights of Re-entry and Forfeiture (Prescribed sum and
period) (England) Regulations 2004 (http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2004/3086/contents/made)
5

What happened to a leaseholder: "Woman has £165,000 flat forfeited over what began as £290
ground rent demand" – Leasehold Knowledge Partnership, Sep 14
(http://www.leaseholdknowledge.com/flat-forfeited)
6

“For first time in 14 years, Westminster hears more of commonhold”, Leasehold Knowledge
Partnership, 11 July 16 (http://www.leaseholdknowledge.com/commonhold)

[Answer to question: YES! Because the freeholders make vast amounts of money on the back of leaseholders
e.g. Duke of Westminster: £9bn - and do not pay inheritance tax + he isNoëlle
appointed
The
Queen]
Rawé by
– 24
July
2016 - Page 5 of 6
[See e.g.
Or: will you continue with the “intolerance, discrimination and hatred”…because the church, as
Definitions one of the country’s biggest freeholders (with the Crown Estates, the ‘Great Estates’), is actually
#2–
a key beneficiary of the current feudal and outrageously unfair system? (I have come across one
‘Freehold’]
7

case in which the church used forfeiture legislation against a leaseholder ( )).

Bishop Stephen Cottrell - you are quoted as saying, in the House of Lords:
“Reports of xenophobic or racist abuse abound on social media”
Politicians have played a key part in this state of affairs.
Further, as you can see from my case, they have a very large supporting cast in other parts of
the public sector.
Chief Inspector Gareth Parkin, Manchester police – you are quoted as saying:
“All hate incidents are treated with severity and this behaviour will not be tolerated”
On the face of it, it makes a very refreshing change from the Metropolitan Police Service (my
website: police page).
However…I have been reading in Private Eye (# 1394, 1396, 1416 & passim) about the case of
whistleblowing chief inspector John Buttress, Greater Manchester police, who “says he is a
victim of a smear campaign after being accused of a string of spurious criminal allegations by his
former colleagues. Although cleared by the courts, the force still sacked him.”
This, to me, undermines your assertion.
United Nations Human Rights Chief, Zeid Ra’ad al-Hussein – you are quoted as saying:
“[That you]…urge the UK authorities to prosecute those responsible; that racism and xenophobia
are “completely, totally and utterly unacceptable in any circumstances”.
Whilst I endorse your view, I would like to suggest that you look at the European Court of Human
Rights to ensure that those of us who fail to get redress in the UK have an avenue open to us.
As summarised on the Home page to my website, under # 18(3) to 18(5), in breach of Article 45
of the European Convention, in June 2012, one judge, Vincent A. De Gaetano (Malta), rejected
my legitimate 26 Jan 12 Application.
This and subsequent events (explained on my website) led me to the conclusion that this
[See my
subsequent outcome was facilitated by the fact that, at the time, the court was under British mandate. How
note below]
can this corruption be allowed to take place?
[Headed by Sir Nicolas Bratza: ECtHR # (2)(2.1)]
(As an aside, I must say that I do not understand why, (if one happens to be lucky), the ECtHR
considers UK cases - given that the UK Human Rights Act 1998 excludes two critical articles:
8
Article 1– Obligation to respect human rights; Article 13- Right to an effective remedy ( )).
Amnesty International Director, Kate Allen – you are quoted as saying:
“You launched an emergency campaign. Some people now feel licensed to express racist views
in a way we haven’t seen for decades”.

7

Church Commissioners for England v Koyale Enterprises Inc.

8

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1998/42/schedule/1

[Corruption takes place in international
organisations (including the UN’s HR e.g.
suspension of whistleblower) because it
is endemic within the participating countries]
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As you can see from my case, “these people” include the police et-al. in the British State who, in
addition, ensure that the “racist views” are disseminated far and wide.
However, my case should not be news to Amnesty International as, at the time of my 25 Nov 14
letter to Theresa May (referred to earlier), I hand-delivered a copy of it to your office.
On this letter, I am copying Ms Alison Saunders, Director of Prosecution, and, for her
information, Chief Constable Susannah Fish, Nottinghamshire Police, because: like you, they
have recently commented on hate crimes; although there is some overlap in my letters, I also
focus on different aspects of my case.
Yours sincerely,

[See the (to be expected) 28.07.16 ‘get lost’ ‘from’ Alison
Saunders – to which I have added my Comments.
After my very extensive experience, e.g. summaries of my 50+
legitimate ‘cries for help’ and complaints – in vain – I conclude that
(typically) the men nominated her for ‘a response’ to this letter – to
which she readily agreed…in order to add to her brownie points]

Noëlle Rawé
www.leasehold-outrage.com
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